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Classic European Facial  (75 min)            $120
 
The classic European facial is essential treatment 
for any type of skin. The focus of this treatment is 
to clem and exfoliate the skin, restore water
balance, rejuvenate and improve skin complexion. balance, rejuvenate and improve skin complexion. 
The treatment includes the 4 vital facets. Of
attaining healthy, younger looking skin which
include exfoliation, massage, extraction and 
rejuvenation.

Big Clean Facial (60 min)                             $85
Our deep pore cleansing facial gets down to 
business. If you have oily or problematic skin,business. If you have oily or problematic skin,
or are looking for perfect facial for teenager, 
Big Clean is the no-nonsense solution.

Acne Treatment Facial (75 min)                   $120
Is your skin sluggish, tired or congested? 
Purify it!  Thorough cleansing is followed by 
alpha exfoliation, massage and application of alpha exfoliation, massage and application of 
freeze-dried collagen and seaweed, plenty of 
extraction, a soothing gel mask and serums. 

Sun Damage Repair Face & Body           $175
Designed to enliven your skin and help fade sun 
damage. This treatment provides nourishment 
and hydration for your face, neck and shoulders. 
It includes Nourishing Deep Collagen Treatment. It includes Nourishing Deep Collagen Treatment. 
Together with the Slimming Body Wrap, you can 
welcome Fall with all the glory of summer!

Men's Grooming Facial (60 min)                     $80
Our skin fitness series for men features cleansing, 
exfoliation, extraction and massage mask. 

Back Facial (60 min )                                                $80
This is a purifying treatment meant to clear up This is a purifying treatment meant to clear up 
congestion and soften the skin. 

Lunchtime Facial (45 min)                                      $65
Turn back the clock in just 45 minutes with our 
unique Lunchtime Facial, specifically designed to 
reverse signs of aging and rejuvenate your skin.
After massage combination scrub and moisturizing After massage combination scrub and moisturizing 
mask, your skin will have a healthy glow  that will 
stay with you for days. 

HydraFacial (75 min)                               $195
HydraFacial, the newest breakthrough in skin 
resurfacing technology, is a non-invasive, non-
irritating exfoliation that produces comparable 
outcomes in skin rejuvenation, anti-aging, and 
acnepron/oily skin treatment. HydraFacial is the 
only procedure that integrates cleansing, exfoliation 
and hydration simultaneously, saving you time and 
giving you immediate results. 

Custom Design Corrective Peels
If you are looking for just a light slough to rejuveIf you are looking for just a light slough to rejuve-
nate your skin before a special occasion, or if you 
want serious treatment to build elasticity, correct 
hyper pigmentation, fine lines, acne scarring or 
other signs of of aging, we will custom-design any 
of our array of peels (salicylic, jessners, layered or 
herbal) to help you achieve the results you want.
Advance consultation required.

LED Light Therapy (30 min)                            $55                  
  
LED light therapy is one of the most celebrated and 
documented treatments for aging and damaged 
skin. A quick cleanse followed by either 30 minutes 
of anti-aging Red light.

Skin Care PackagesSkin Care Packages
The HydraFacial Treatment  (series of 3)            $450
Body Wrap with Aloe & Herbs (series of 3)       $210
Any Set Of 3 Facials                                     20% OFF

Brazilian Bikini        $60
French Bikini     $50
Bikini    $35
Back $50
Chest $35
Stomach     $15
FullFull Leg                         $70
Lower Half Legs       $40

+

Upper Half Legs     $45
Under Arm                $25
Half Arms            $40
Full Arms          $45
Full Face             $35
Sides of Face           $15
UpUp Chin                 $14

Younger Hands (60 min)                     $60
Microdermabrasion for hands. We gently exfoliate 
with a peel then buff your skin with microderm-
abrasion crystals. Finish with a lightening and hy-
drating mask, scrub and sun protection.

Slimming Seaweed Body Wrap (60 min)  $85
The slimming seaweed body wrap utilizes a 
highly effective, natural, freshly harvested 
marine seaweed gel to improve skin’s spongey 
appearance and texture, leaving the skin firm, appearance and texture, leaving the skin firm, 
smooth and toned. Organic seaweed from the 
Dead Sea detoxifies and improves circulation, 
tightens and stimulates. Aromatic grapefruit 
makes this wrap both relaxing and effective, 
stimulating the lymphatic system. 

Professional Hair Removal

Gift Cards & ProductsGift Cards & Products
Gift cards can be purchased for any amount and 
used for product or services. We cannot replace 
lost Gift cards. They are non-refundable and 
cannot be redeemed for cash.

Available Gift Card Packages
Sun Damage Repair Face & Body             $175.00
EnzymeEnzyme Facial                                  $90.00
Vacation Prep Waxing                      $175.00
(Full leg, Brazilian bikini, underarm and brow wax)


